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Zero-Hours
Contracts
Unfair, Uncertain, Unacceptable!
fyi
“A zero-hours contract is a type of
employment contract under which an
employer is not required to offer an
employee any defined number of working
hours and the employee is, in turn, neither
guaranteed any set number of working
hours nor obliged to take any offered.
The individual therefore only receives pay
for the working hours for which they are
required; hours which may be subject to
variation on a daily or weekly basis.”
Resolution Foundation
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Unfair, Uncertain, Unacceptable!
Last month, business secretary Vince Cable raised concerns with the
Office for National Statistics about the “lack of reliable statistics that
are available on zero-hours contracts”. A subsequent investigation has
been launched into how the number of workers employed on zerohours contracts is measured, amidst the suspicion that current figures
wildly underestimate the true scale of the problem. TUC general
secretary, Frances O’Grady, said that:
“... the rise in zero hours working is far greater than official
reports suggest … The fact that over 300,000 workers in the care
sector alone are employed on these contracts reveals the true
extent of this worrying trend. Social care is not the only sector
to be experiencing high levels of zero hours contracts - higher
education, legal services and journalism all have large numbers
of people working on these insecure terms and conditions.”

fyi
“Another unwelcome variation of
‘casual’ or ‘relief’ work is the ‘zero-hours’
contract. Under a zero-hours contract,
the employer does not guarantee to
provide any hours of work at all.”
Labour Research Department

The increasingly widespread use of zero-hours contracts, including in
the public sector, has a political dimension too, and may go some way to
explaining why the UK can claim to have maintained relatively high levels
of employment levels with a severe squeeze on wages in recent years.
NIPSA Youth sees the increased use of zero-hours contracts as just another tactic
in the continued attempt to erode the rights and conditions of workers. Far from
creating flexibility for workers, these contracts give employers a captive workforce,
exempt from the many rights afforded to those on full-time or part-time contracts.
NIPSA Youth calls on the Assembly to take the lead and ban zero-hours contracts,
as has already been done in countries such as Germany, and to examine alternative
means of revenue and tax collection.
Zero-hours contracts are not a new phenomenon. However, while public awareness
about such practices is high, now is the time to investigate the reasons behind
their use and the implications of such contracts on employees and workplaces.
Now is the time to explore the alternatives. As a society we need to think long
term when it comes to our economy. Waiving the right to protected employment
conditions damages the very fabric of our economy, which will inevitably lead to
societal consequences. What is happening now will get worse if we allow it to go
unchallenged. We cannot allow the gains made over the decades to be simply swept
aside by this government of millionaires, who are more interested in aiding their
rich friends at the expense of those so impoverished and desperate that they would
sign up to any terms in a contract. The answer will not be found by placing young
workers on zero-hours contracts. Life on a zero-hours contract is a life of permanent
uncertainty. If history has taught us anything, it’s that fudging the figures and
misdirection are unacceptable alternatives to real solutions that tackle the problems
of unemployment, underemployment and insecure employment. This is not a
numbers game. This is about people’s lives and livelihoods. There is a better way.
“We have a duty to the youth of today to protect them from the most
vicious anti-worker government in living memory … The responsibility
upon us now is to the young workers of today and to those entering the
workplaces of tomorrow.”

Behind the Statistics

NIPSA Youth spoke to Louise, a 30-year-old
mother of two, who was recently forced to leave
a job that she loved following her employer’s
refusal to move her off a zero-hours contract.
Louise worked for a well-known car hire firm
and had eight years’ experience in the industry.
“Since I was 16, I’ve always had at least one
job. I worked for the company before, for three
and a half years, on a permanent contract.

When I went back to work for them following
a merger, I was put on a zero-hours contract.
At the time, I didn’t even think about it. I was
the last person to come in after the merger and
I just wanted to work. Loads of people were
given permanent contracts, even the girl who
worked with me at the desk. I don’t really know
why I wasn’t. It seemed random. I just wanted
to be there.”

Louise acknowledges that, thanks to building
up a good relationship with her manager at a
local level, she was able to negotiate a rota that
remained relatively stable. However, despite
this, due to the nature of her contract, that
could change at any time and with no notice.
“When flights were grounded, they would ring
me up and tell me not to come in. We were
treated like part-time workers and able to
accumulate holidays, but were told to keep
them for when our hours were cancelled. I
couldn’t always do that. If I did, it meant that
at Christmas I just didn’t get paid anything. It
was stressful.”
When asked what the worst impacts of a zero-hours
contract were, Louise doesn’t have to think twice.
“Well, I couldn’t get a mortgage. I was limited
because I was classed as a temporary worker
and didn’t have a full-time contract. But the
worst thing was that I didn’t get sick pay. Once,
everyone in the office had a bug that caused
vomiting and diarrhoea. I was really, really ill,
but had to go in. Everyone else on a permanent
contract rang in sick and still got paid.”
However, the unequal treatment of staff went
beyond this lack of access to basic employment
rights. continued over

“The company runs a staff discount scheme
for hotels and electrical goods. Last
Christmas, my TV broke, and my partner
replaced it for me using the scheme. Even
though we worked in the same place, he had
to get it for me.”
And it’s not just about not getting access to
discounts and deals. The impact goes much deeper.
“Every year, under the scheme, head office
sends out cards and voucher codes. Only me
and one other girl didn’t get any. Everyone
else was so excited and showing off their
cards, and I felt like the kid in the playground
who never gets picked for the team. It was
terrible.”
When Louise approached her managers to ask for
a permanent contract, her own manager made
it clear that she wanted to keep her and valued
her as a hard worker. However, the company felt
that, following recent cuts to hours for permanent
staff, it could not be seen to give her a permanent
contract.
“I asked to be put on a permanent contract

and explained the reasons why. They got
it, but they still said no. I knew they would.
That’s when I started looking for a new job.
There had been no recruitment since I’d
gone back to the company. But I knew they
would rather fill my post with someone from
another branch than offer me a permanent
contract, even if that person couldn’t do the
job or had less experience. They’ll never offer
anyone a permanent contract again.”
Louise says that leaving a job she enjoyed and was
good at was horrible. Due to its short-sightedness,
the company was willing to lose a valued and
experienced member of staff rather than offer her
a permanent contract.
“I was really, really good at my job, but the
company isn’t interested in customer service,
only in making money.”
When asked whether she would use the company
herself or recommend them to a friend, Louise
shook her head and answered sadly:
“No. No I wouldn’t.”
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